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Abstract Decision-making and opinion-forming are everyday tasks that
involve weighing pro and con arguments. The goal of Touché is to fos-
ter the development of support-technologies for decision-making and
opinion-forming and to improve our understanding of these processes.
This fifth edition of the lab features three shared tasks: (1) Human value
detection (ValueEval), where participants detect (implicit) references to
human values and their attainment in text; (2) Multilingual Ideology and
Power Identification in Parliamentary Debates, where participants iden-
tify from a speech the political leaning of the speaker’s party and whether
it was governing at the time of the speech (new task); and (3) Image re-
trieval or generation in order to convey the premise of an argument with
visually. In this paper, we briefly describe the planned setup for the fifth
lab edition at CLEF 2024 and summarize the results of the 2023 edition.

Keywords: Argumentation · Human values · Ideology · Image retrieval.

1 Introduction

Decision-making and opinion-forming are everyday tasks, for which everybody
has the chance to acquire knowledge on the Web on almost every topic. How-
ever, conventional search engines are primarily optimized for returning relevant
results, which is insufficient for collecting and weighing the pros and cons for a
topic. To close this gap of technologies that support people in decision-making
and opinion-forming, the Touché lab’s shared tasks1 (https://touche.webis.de)
1‘touché’ confirms “a hit in fencing or the success or appropriateness of an argument,
an accusation, or a witty point.” [https://merriam-webster.com/dictionary/touche]
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call for the research community to develop respective approaches. In 2024, we
organize the three following shared tasks:

1. Human Value Detection (a continuation of ValueEval’23 @ SemEval [8]2)
features two subtasks in ethical argumentation of detecting human values in
texts and their attainment, respectively.

2. Ideology and Power Identification in Parliamentary Debates features two
subtasks in debate analysis of detecting the ideology and position of power
of the speaker’s party, respectively (new task).

3. Image Retrieval for Arguments (third edition, now joint task with Image-
CLEF) is about the retrieval or generation of images to help convey an
argument’s premise.

After having organized four successful Touché labs on argument retrieval at
CLEF 2020–2023 [1, 2, 3, 4], we now organize a fifth lab edition to bring together
researchers from the fields of information retrieval, natural language processing,
and computational linguistics working on argumentation. During the previous
Touché labs, we received 243 runs from 74 teams. We manually labeled the
relevance and quality of more than 30,000 argumentative texts, web documents,
and images for 200 search topics (topics and judgments are publicly available at
the lab’s web page, https://touche.webis.de).

This year’s edition of Touché intends to widen its scope. After having explored
causal questions in last year’s edition, we now explore ethical argumentation in
the task of human value detection. Compared to ValueEval’23 @ SemEval, this
year’s task features a larger dataset that also considers multiple languages and
is created in a joint effort of over 70 value scholars. The second task targets deep
linguistic analyses of debates, by analyzing the language of different ideologies
and positions of power in parliamentary speeches. It is based on the multilingual
ParlaMint corpus.3 In addition, we have further developed the task of finding
images for arguments, which this year focuses on finding images for specific ar-
guments rather than topics. Moreover, for the first time we allows participants
to use a text-to-image generative AI and submit generated images. As in the
previous Touché editions, we will encourage participants to deploy their soft-
ware in our cloud-based evaluation-as-a-service platform TIRA [11] for better
reproducibility.

2 Task Definitions

Task 1: Human Value Detection (ValueEval) In argumentation, one has
to consider that people have different beliefs and priorities of what is generally
worth striving for (e.g., personal achievements vs. humility) and how to do so
(e.g., being self-directed vs. respecting traditions), referred to as (human) values.
2Demo of best-performing approach: https://values.args.me
3https://www.clarin.eu/parlamint
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Inner circle: 19 human values
(see https://valueeval.webis.de)

Outer circle: four general directions
(not used in this task)

– Openness to change
Being independent and exploring

– Self-enhancement
Seeking pleasure, wealth, and esteem

– Conservation
Preserving group cohesion, order, and
security

– Self-transcendence
Helping others, close ones, and nature

Figure 1. The 19 values used in this task, shown in the Schwartz value taxonomy [16].

Overview The task is to identify the values of the widely accepted value taxon-
omy of Schwartz [16] (cf. Figure 1) and their attainment in long texts of eight
languages (Bulgarian, Dutch, English, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, and
Turkish). This taxonomy has been replicated in over 200 samples in 80 countries
and is the backbone of value research [15]. A value can either be mentioned as
something that is or should be attained (i.e., lead towards fulfilling the value)
or something that is not attained or constrained. For example, for Security,
(partial) attainment would mean that something is made safer or healthier. In
contrast, an event can be stated in a way that thwarts or constrains safety or
health. Participating teams can submit software in one or both of two sub-tasks:
(1) Given a text, for each sentence, detect which human values the sentence
refers to; and (2) Given a text, for each sentence and value this sentence refers
to, detect whether this reference (partially) attains or constrains the value.

Data The task employs a collection of 3000 human-annotated texts between
400 and 800 words (across eight languages) from news articles and political
texts (excerpts of speeches, debates, and party manifestos). Texts are sampled
to reflect diverse opinions (different parties; mainstream news and not; from 2019
to 2023). The data is annotated as part of the ValuesML project4 by over 70 value
scholars. Dedicated team leaders per language train the respective annotators,
consolidate annotations, and discuss disagreement (measured continuously by
the organizers) in their language teams. The team leaders discuss issues with
the organizers in bi-weekly meetings. The test set covers 20% of this data.
4https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/projects-activities/
valuesml-unravelling-expressed-values-media-informed-policy-making_en

https://valueeval.webis.de
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/projects-activities/valuesml-unravelling-expressed-values-media-informed-policy-making_en
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/projects-activities/valuesml-unravelling-expressed-values-media-informed-policy-making_en
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Evaluation Submissions are evaluated using macro F1-score over all values. To
facilitate quick develop-and-test cycles, the report facilities in TIRA provide
participants with detailed feedback on the prediction errors in their submissions.

Task 2: Multilingual Ideology and Power Identification in Parliamen-
tary Debates Parliaments are one of the most important institutions in modern
democratic states where issues with high societal impact are discussed. The im-
pact of the decisions made in a parliament often goes beyond their borders, and
may even have global effects. As a form of political debate, however, speeches
in a parliament are often indirect and present challenges for automated systems
for analyzing them.

Overview This task is concerned with predicting ideology and power in (tran-
scribed) parliamentary speeches from multiple national parliaments, recorded in
multiple languages. Both subtasks are formulated as binary classification tasks.
The first subtask is about predicting the political orientation (left–right) of
speakers from their speeches. The second subtask is about predicting whether
the speaker is a member of a governing party or the opposition.

Data The data for both tasks is a sample of ParlaMint [6], a corpus of parliamen-
tary speeches from 29 national or regional parliaments with varying amounts of
instances. The time span of the data is from 2015 to 2022 across all parliaments.
To ease participation and balance the dataset, this task uses a sample of Par-
laMint (full data is up to 90 million words per parliament). The dataset for both
tasks includes at least speeches from national parliaments of Belgium, Iceland,
Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, The Netherlands, Turkey and United Kingdom.
ParlaMint contains machine translation of all data to English, which participants
can use as supporting data.

Evaluation Submissions are evaluated using macro F1-score in both subtasks,
for all languages. Even though the participants are encouraged to make use
of multilingual data for improving results for individual languages, we do not
evaluate zero- or few-shot settings separately.

Task 3: Image Retrieval/Generation for Arguments (joint task with
ImageCLEF) Argumentation is a communicative activity of producing and ex-
changing reasons to support claims. Though mostly associated with the exchange
of words, argumentation often involves also images, either for exemplification,
illustration, or evoking emotions. This task investigates how images can be used
to convey an argument. Whereas the first two editions of this task followed the
setup of Kiesel et al. [9] to retrieve images for a topic, this year’s edition focuses
on images for specific arguments.
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Topic: Photo identification at polling stations

Claim: Legislation to impose restrictive photo ID requirements
has the potential to block millions of American voters.

Premise: People will forget their ID cards and be denied their
right to vote.

Submissions:

Images:
Image: Freepik.com

Rationale: Woman who forgot Embarrassed man Retired nuns
her ID who forgot his ID barred from voting

Relevance: 1 2 0

Figure 2. Three possible submissions for the specified argument. The first (retrieved)
image could help to convey the “forget”-part of the premise but does not relate to
voting, unlike the second image (which was generated) that is thus rated higher on
relevance (1 vs. 2). The third image (which was generated) does not indicate that
someone forgets their ID or is barred from voting, and is thus rated irrelevant (0).

Overview Given a set of arguments, the task is to return for each argument
several images that help convey the argument’s premise. A suitable image could
depict the argument or show a generalization or specialization. Participants can
optionally add a short rationale that explains the meaning of the image.

Data The task data consists of 50 arguments, each consisting of a claim and
a premise (cf. Figure 2). Premises are either facts or anecdotal. As document
collection we provide a focused crawl of at least 1000 images per argument.
Following the idea of the infinite index [5], we also provide an API for a Stable
Diffusion image generator [14].

Evaluation Images can be (1) retrieved from the focused crawl and (2) generated
using the Stable Diffusion API. The task follows the classic TREC-style method-
ology of teams submitting ranked results to be judged by human assessors. For
a metric, the task uses standard nDCG [7] to represent a user looking through
a ranked list of images retrieved for the specific argument.
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3 Touché at CLEF 2023: Brief Overview

In 2023, Touché at CLEF included the following four shared tasks [2]: (1) Re-
trieval of documents that contain arguments and opinions on some controversial
topic. (2) Retrieval of documents that contain evidence on whether a causal
relationship between two events exists. (3) Retrieval of images to visually cor-
roborate textual arguments and to provide a quick overview of public opinions
on controversial topics. (4) Stance classification of comments on proposals from
the multilingual participatory democracy platform CoFE5 to support opinion
formation on socially important topics. Touché 2023 received 41 registrations,
from which 7 teams actively participated in the tasks and submitted 30 results
(runs; every team could submit up to 5 results). The three retrieval tasks fol-
lowed the traditional TREC methodology: the participants received document
collections and topics, and submitted their results (up to five runs) for each topic
to be judged by human assessors. In the retrieval tasks, all teams used BM25
or BM25F [12, 13] for first-stage retrieval. The final ranked lists (runs) were of-
ten created based on argument quality estimation and predicted stance (Task 1),
based on the presence of causal relationships in documents (Task 2), and exploit-
ing the contextual similarity between images and queries and using the predicted
stance for images (Task 3). The participants trained feature-based and neural
classifiers to predict argument quality or stance, and often used ChatGPT with
various prompt-engineering methods. To predict the stance of multilingual texts
in Task 4, the participants used transformer-based models exploiting a few-step
fine-tuning, data augmentation, and label propagation techniques.

The corpora, topics, and judgments are available on the Touché website.6
Parts of the data are also available in BEIR [17] and ir_datasets [10].

4 Conclusion

At Touché, we continue to foster research on argumentation systems, building
respective test collections, and bringing the research community together. During
the previous four years, the submitted approaches developed from sparse to
dense retrieval and zero-shot models, combined with assessments of document
“argumentativeness,” argument quality, stance detection, and sentiment analysis.

Touché 2024 brings in new tasks and refines existing ones, targeting more
subtle aspects of argumentation. With ethical argumentation (human value de-
tection) and the identification of ideology and power in speeches we focus on
deep linguistic analyses of argumentation, the former continuing a very success-
ful task at SemEval’23. The third year of the image retrieval task explores a
more specific task and the opportunity to submit generated images.

Acknowledgements This work was partially supported by the European
Commission under grant agreement GA 101070014 (https://openwebsearch.eu)
5https://futureu.europa.eu
6https://touche.webis.de/
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